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This chapter introduces you to Advanced Telecom Computing Architecture (ATCA) and provides a brief description of the Agilent's E2943A and E2944A probe boards. This chapter also provides a brief description of some of the important terms and acronyms.
1 Introduction

About ATCA

ATCA is an industry standard to create new hardware (boards and chassis) for optimized communication. Developed by the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group (PICMG), ATCA is designed to meet the requirements of next-generation communication applications.

In Agilent E2980 series, the following two ATCA probe boards are used to test communication devices:

- E2943A - ATCA Active Probe Board
- E2944A - ATCA Passive Probe Board

E2943A - ATCA Active Probe Board

Agilent E2943A, an active probe board, is used for the Protocol Exerciser to emulate any real ASI device. The active probe board can also be used for the Protocol Analyzer setup. Additionally, E2943A allows you to test the Advanced Mezzanine Cards (AMC) standard with a connector to plug in any AMC form factor card. E2943A is connected to the platform with the standard I/O cable.
Figure 1 illustrates an active probe in E2980.

![Active Probe Diagram]

**Figure 1**  
Active Probe

### E2944A - ATCA Passive Probe Board

Agilent E2944A, a *passive probe board*, is used with Protocol Analyzer for non-intrusive capturing of the ASI transactions. E2944A connects to the platform through a Midbus connection.

In E2980 series, Midbus connection is provided using Agilent’s E2941A, *Soft Touch Midbus probe*. This probe helps you to connect Protocol Analyzer to a DUT without using any available slot. For example, you can connect this probe to a standard footprint, which is integrated with the board under test, and then use it to analyze links on a board from one chip to another chip.
Figure 2 illustrates a passive probe in E2980.
Important Terms and Acronyms

Before you start setting up the probe boards, it is important to get familiar with the following terms and acronyms:

- **Zone 1**: It is a linear space along the height dimension of an ATCA slot, which is allocated for power, management, and other additional functions.

- **Zone 2**: It is a linear space along the height dimension of an ATCA slot, which is allocated to the *data transport interface* (DTI).

- **Zone 3**: It is a linear space along the height dimension of an ATCA slot, which is reserved for user defined connections.

- **Backplane**: It is a passive circuit board that provides the Zone 1 and Zone 2 connectors for the front board slots. Link ports of these slots are connected through high speed signal pairs. Power distribution, management, and auxiliary signal connections are supported.

- **Fabric Interface**: It is a Zone 2 interface that provides 15 connections per slot. Each connection is comprised of up to eight differential signal pairs (*channel*) that support connections with up to 15 other slots. Backplanes may support the *fabric interface* in a variety of configurations, such as Full Mesh and Dual Star topologies. Boards that support the fabric interface may be configured as *fabric node boards*, *fabric hub boards*, or *mesh enabled boards*.

- **AMC**: It is an acronym of *Advanced Mezzanine Card*. It is a modular add-on or child card that extends the functionality of a carrier board, such as an ATCA probe board. An AMC card is placed parallel to the carrier board. You can integrate it with the carrier board by plugging it into an AMC Connector.

- **DUT**: It is an acronym of *Device Under Test*.

- **ATCA Test Card Extender**: It is a metal card cage that holds up to three ATCA DUT boards. It is used to secure ATCA CUT cards on the probe board. It also contains separate fans to provide cooling for the DUT cards.
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This chapter provides information about the setting up the ATCA probe boards.
About Setting Up the ATCA Probe Boards

Prior to start setting up the hardware, you must pay attention to the:

- Requirements for setting up the ATCA probe boards
- Important considerations for setting up ATCA probe boards

Requirements for setting up the ATCA probe boards

Before you start setting up the ATCA probe boards, ensure the following:

- ATCA chassis is present.
- Test Card Extender is present.
- DUT is present.
- Required ATCA probe boards are present.
- The Protocol Exerciser software is properly installed.
- Black I/O cable, to connect the probe board and the I/O module, is present.

**NOTE**

Not all the hardware item is needed in each ATCA setup model. For more information, refer Setting Up the ATCA Probe Boards on page 16.

**NOTE**

For information on installing Protocol Exerciser, refer to Agilent System Protocol Tester, Installation Guide.

Important considerations for setting up ATCA probe boards

Remember the following points to avoid any hardware damage or human injury:

- E2943A contains unlimited circuits. To ensure its safe application, integrate E2943A into an encloser, which complies with the safety requirements of IEC 61010-1 §9.2.
- While you are using E2943A, some parts may get very hot. Therefore, a suitable electrical and fire encloser should be provided to protect against the spread of fire.
• The passive probe board has four retentions, where you can plug in the Midbus probe cable. Each of this retentions has four small needles for connector alignment, which can hurt the user. During shipment, these needles are covered by a foam that you must remove before using it.

• While handling a probe board, stay alert from the dangerous alignment pins that are made up of metal (Figure 3). They have a potential risk of causing injury.

![Alignment pins on the probe board](image_url)
Setting Up the ATCA Probe Boards

There are the following ATCA setup models to set up probe boards:

- **ASI Analyzer**: Active or passive probe is used to monitor the traffic between DUT and ATCA chassis, or other DUTs in the same ATCA chassis (Figure 4).

  In this method, the active probe board is powered by the I/O module.

  ![Figure 4](image)

  **Figure 4**  
  ASI Analyzer hardware setup model

- **ASI Exerciser**: When DUT is connected to the ATCA chassis and Protocol Exerciser is in another slot of the same chassis. DUT and Protocol Exerciser are connected together using backplane (Figure 5).

  In this method, active probe board is powered by the I/O module, and will draw no power from the slot in the ATCA chassis.

NOTE

For more information on power supply for probe boards, refer to Power Supply on page 23.
Figure 5  ASI Exerciser hardware setup model

NOTE

For information on Protocol Exerciser and using Protocol Exerciser, please refer to ASI Protocol Exerciser and Analyzer for Advanced Switching Interconnect, User Guide.

In this section, you will learn:

- To set up probe board using the ASI Analyzer hardware setup model
- To set up probe board using the ASI Exerciser hardware setup model

To set up probe board using the ASI Analyzer hardware setup model

1  Plug the probe board into the ATCA chassis.

   If you are using a passive probe board, then do the following:

   a  Open the ATCA chassis
   
   b  Connect the Midbus probe cable to one of the four footprints on the passive probe board.

   NOTE

   To determine which slot of the ATCA chassis to use, please refer to the chassis vendor’s manual.
2 Connect the Test Card Extender with the ATCA chassis and secure it firmly with the provided bolts.

3 If cooling is needed for DUT, do the following:
   a Connect the fan line from the Test Card Extender to the connector provided on the active probe board.
   b Connect 12V power supply to the fan power connector.

4 Connect the black I/O cable to the active probe board and to the I/O module, tightly.

Since, the Test Card Extender is already connected with the ATCA chassis, you may have to temporarily remove the metal part of the Test Card Extender from the left side. Next, insert the I/O cable into the opening. Finally, connect the I/O cable to the probe board and to the I/O module (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Connecting I/O Cable
5 Connect DUT with the Test Card Extender.

You can remove the top and bottom covers of the Test Card Extender to allow probing on DUT.

Ensure that there is no gap between the probe board and DUT. Also, ensure that the Test Card extender is mounted directly onto the card cage of the chassis.

NOTE
The filler panels coming with the Test Card Extender can be used to close the unused slots. This helps achieving proper cooling and air flow in the ATCA chassis.

This completes the ATCA active probe board setup.

To set up probe board using the ASI Exerciser hardware setup model

1 Plug the active probe board into the ATCA chassis.
2 Connect DUT with the ATCA chassis.

NOTE
To determine which slot of the ATCA chassis to use, please refer to the chassis vendor’s manual.

3 Connect the black I/O cable to the active probe board and to the I/O module, tightly.

The completes the ATCA active probe board setup.
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Verifying the ATCA Probe Board Setup

Once you have set up the probe boards, verify if they are ready to use. To do this, you need to start Protocol Exerciser and view its link settings.

To verify the ATCA probe board setup


   To start a new Protocol Exerciser session, do the following:
   
   a. On the Windows task bar, click Start > Programs > Agilent System Protocol Tester > Exerciser for ASI. The Select type of connection dialog box appears.
   
   b. Click **Connect to new session**.
   
   c. Type in the name or IP address of the server, where you want to start a new Protocol Exerciser session, in the **Server** text field.
   
   d. Click **Start**. The Select port to use dialog box appears.
   
   e. Select a module or port check box from the **Module/Port** column.
   
   f. Select a module name from the corresponding **Type** column.
   
   g. Click **OK**. The main Protocol Exerciser window appears.

2. Click the **General** icon in the <Setup_Filename> pane.

3. Click the **Link Settings** tab.

4. Click the **Probe Board Mode** drop-down list to view its options (Figure 7).

   If Probe Board Mode displays the To ATCA Chassis and To AMC options, the ATCA probe board setup was a success.
Figure 7 Link Settings tab
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This chapter provides information about the power supply requirements of the active probe board.
About Power Supply for the Active Probe Boards

Figure 8 illustrates the power supply distribution for the active probe board.

Figure 8  Active Probe Board - Power Supply
This section provides information regarding power supply to the active probe board.

This section has the following topics:

- Power supply for the active probe board
- Power supply for the active probe board infrastructure
- Power supply for the AMC card
- Power supply for ATCA DUT through Zone 1 connector
- Power supply for the fan

NOTE
You need to use many power cords while trying to use hardware parts, such as fan, ATC, backplane, and chassis, at the same point of time. Therefore, Agilent recommends to switch off all the power supply in case of any hardware problem.

Power supply for the active probe board

The ATCA Active Probe Board has different power entries:

- The board infrastructure and the cross point switch are powered from the I/O module (via the I/O cable).
- The AMC board module payload power (+12V) is supplied from an external power supply (via standard ATX disk power connector).
- The fan power distribution (+12V) is also supplied from an external power supply (via standard DC plug).
- ATCA DUT power supply feed through the ATCA Zone 1 connector.

Power supply for the active probe board infrastructure

All voltages used for the active probe board infrastructure, including the correspond switch, are generated from the +5V supplied by the I/O module. The probe boards draws less than 4A.

Power supply for the AMC card

An AMC card is powered with +12V payload power and +3.3V card management power. A brief description of the AMC payload and card management power is given below:
3 Power Supply

- **AMC payload power**: The +12V AMC payload power is supplied from an external power supply through a standard ATX disk power connector. Agilent recommends to use standard ATX PC power supply. The power input is connected via a 5Amp fuse directly to the AMC connector, therefore the maximum available power is 60 watts. The probe board circuitry does not use the +12V AMC power.

- **AMC card management power**: The AMC card needs a +3.3V power for card management with a maximum current of 100mA. The +3.3V voltage for the AMC card is be supplied by the probe board logic power, which is connected via a 250mA fuse.

Two LEDs on the active probe board are displaying the power status for the AMC connector beyond the fuses.

**Power supply for ATCA DUT through Zone 1 connector**

The dual –48V power supply and all associated power lines (pre-charge and enable signals) for the DUT are routed 1:1 from the backplane Zone 1 connector to the DUT side zone connector. The probe board circuitry is not connected to the Zone 1 power supplies.

**Power supply for the fan**

The DUT cooling fans inside the card cage are powered with +12V. The fan power distribution is on the probe board and consists of a standard DC power plug for the +12V input and of three connectors for each fan. Each fan has its own 1Amp. Fuse, if one fan or the according fuse fails, the other fans are still running. Each of the fans need about 200mA (specification: 2.2W). The fan power distribution is not connected to the probe board circuitry.

As power input for the fans a standard external DC (wall plug) power supply could be used. The inner pin must be connected to +12V, the outer pin to ground.

![+12V external - Fan supply connector](image)

**Figure 9** +12V External - Fan supply connector
The standard version with 2 fans needs a power supply which is able to deliver +12V, < 500mA, < 6W, the special configuration with 3 fans needs a power supply with +12V, < 750mA, < 9W

The input connector is labeled as +12V EXT, the connectors for the fans are labeled with FAN 1, FAN 2 and FAN 3.
3  Power Supply
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